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The VLA Calibration Pipeline (and some imaging)

Claire Chandler
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The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
• 27x25m antennas on Plains of San Agustin, central NM
• Culmination of the decade-long Expanded Very Large Array 

project funded by the NSF, Canada, Mexico
• Multiplies by orders of magnitude the capabilities of the VLA

– Full frequency coverage from 1 to 50 GHz
– Up to 8 GHz/pol instantaneous bandwidth
– Up to 4.2e6 channels in up to 64 independent sub-bands
– 5 to 10 times better continuum sensitivity
– Few millisecond time resolution

• First fringes March 2010, full 
operations January 2013
• Full dynamic scheduling
ØCalibrated visibility data
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Technical capabilities: receivers/bands
• 8 wideband receivers
• Switching receivers can be as fast as 20s
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• Wide bandwidths:
– Continuum sensitivity
– Spectral index information
– Rotation measure studies
– Survey speed for wide-field mosaics
– Dynamic spectra

• Correlator flexibility:
– Blind redshift surveys
– Combined continuum and spectral line observations of star-forming 

regions and external galaxies
– Multiple, key diagnostic lines for chemical and physical analyses
– High spectral resolution
– Very fast dumps for pulsars and transient searches

Scientific capabilities
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Dataset sizes require pipelines
• Major challenge: range of science goals!

– Correlator set-ups
• Continuum
• Spectroscopy (emission and absorption)
• Fast correlator dumps
• Pulsars
• 3-bit/8-bit sampling

– Observing frequencies
• RFI, ionosphere
• Troposphere

• The VLA does not (currently) collect information about science goals that can 
be used for subsequent pipeline processing

• Approach: develop calibration pipeline for real-time operations using a single 
heuristic, but with the ability for users to modify the pipeline to cover 
alternative science goals/calibration strategies
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The real-time VLA calibration pipeline
• Uses CASA pipeline infrastructure in common with ALMA
• Optimized for Stokes I continuum, currently implementing polarization 

calibration
– Channels are 1 or 2 MHz wide for default continuum set-ups
– Individual sub-bands are 64 or 128 MHz wide
– Calibration is performed per sub-band

• Sets constraints on the required calibrator strengths

– May work on other set-ups as well
• Relies on an observation having correctly labeled and complete scan intents
• How well does this work?

– Successfully completed on ~95% of all science blocks observed on the 
VLA; whether the output can be used for science depends on the science 
goal, and whether the observation was correctly set up
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(Real-time) Heuristics: I
• Pipeline is triggered as soon as the data for an observation appears in the 

archive; then:
• Load the data
• Hanning smooth the data to eliminate Gibbs ringing caused by narrow RFI

– Easily turned off by the user for spectroscopy, if desired
• Retrieve information about the observing set-up from the data
• Apply deterministic flags (online flags, shadowed data, end channels of sub-

bands, etc.)
• Identify primary calibrators and load models
• Derive all prior calibrations (antenna position corrections, gain curves, 

atmospheric opacity, requantizer gains)
– To be added: ionospheric corrections

• Iteratively determine initial delay and bandpass solutions
– Includes running RFLAG (RFI flagging algorithm) on calibrated calibrators, 

and identifying other system (deformatter) problems
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Aside: RFI flagging
• The pipeline uses the RFLAG algorithm on calibrated data

– Works reasonably well for sparse, narrow RFI
– Wideband RFI usually results in entire sub-bands being flagged by 

subsequent calibrations, or additional flagging after the pipeline has finished
– Can over-flag high frequency, noisy data
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Aside: system problems
• Occasionally system problems (e.g., the deformatters that are 

part of the digital transmission system on the VLA) occur
– Attempt to identify these in an automated way, through 

characteristic signatures in the data
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Aside: system problems
• Occasionally issues with the reference antenna can transfer their 

phase problems to other antennas
– Can be hard to detect and differentiate from other effects, such as 

poor tropospheric phase stability
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(Real-time) Heuristics: II
• Derive initial gain solutions, do flux density bootstrapping and derive spectral 

index of all calibrators
– Have to do this before deriving final gain solutions – do not want to 

imprint the spectrum of the calibrators onto the target data!
– Residual RFI can be problematic here, need robust fitting algorithms!

• Apply calibrations to data
• Run RFLAG on the target

– Omit for strong spectral lines!
• Run ‘statwt’ (routine to derive standard deviation from data and set data 

weights)
– Need to exclude channels containing spectral lines when running statwt!

• Aside: currently do not use the switched power calibration to scale data or 
weights, because it is not useful in the presence of RFI or for the 3-bit system, 
which covers just about all the continuum projects on the VLA
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Limitations of the pipeline
• To deliver “science-ready”, calibrated visibility data typically need 

to be very careful about the flux density bootstrapping
– With care (match elevation of flux cal, flag bad data), can reproduce 

flux density scale to a few % at Q-band

– Potentially need to flag residual RFI
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Extreme example: Orion, S-band, VLASS pilot
• Clarke Belt is at δ ~ −5° from the VLA; test observation of Orion 

shows compression when encountering a geostationary satellite
• Switched power data shows compression
• Below: antenna #5 R and L polarizations

Switched power: power difference with noise 
cal on–off

Dips in switched power as OTF rasters cross 
azimuths & elevation of satellite
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Extreme example: Orion, S-band, VLASS pilot
• Clarke Belt is at δ ~ −5° from the VLA; test observation of Orion 

demonstrated very clearly the impact of encountering a 
geostationary satellite

• Calibrator severely affected by                                                             
RFI during this time:

• Flux density derived from full BW vs. good sub-bands:

Fν=1.16(ν/3GHz)+0.43 Jy Fν=1.08(ν/3GHz)−0.44 Jy
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Imaging comparison

Left: L-band image of G55.7+3.4 produced from data flagged and calibrated by hand; the 
rms noise is 11.5 µJy/beam.  Right: an image made from data flagged and calibrated by the 
VLA calibration pipeline; the rms noise is 12.2 µJy/beam.  Differences in the source 
structure and/or source flux density are dominated by the uncertainty in the deconvolution 
process, not the calibration and flagging (images provided by Urvashi Rao).
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Pipeline development
• Heuristics for “weak” calibrators (relative to observing BW) in 

pipeline and being tested
• Heuristics for continuum polarimetry calibration currently being 

implemented
• Heuristics for continuum imaging being developed
• Future:

– Add low (<1 GHz) frequencies
– Spectroscopy and combined continuum/spectroscopic set-ups (do 

not currently carry enough information through the whole 
observing set-up process to understand the science goal 
automatically)
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Prototype imaging pipeline for VLA Sky Survey
• Various imaging products planned for the VLA Sky Survey (see 

Steve Myers’ talk)
• Imaging scripts being tested for “Quick Look” images, which use 

the “mosaic” gridder in tclean in CASA, and Rick Perley’s latest 
VLA primary beam models
– Emphasis on speed over accuracy
– Goal is to identify transient sources for (relatively) fast follow-up at 

other wavelengths (⟹ point sources, but need to be identified 
against complex background emission), plus QA

• Challenge is to find a heuristic that works well for both extended 
and point-like emission for snapshots
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Auto-boxing
• Issue: with snapshot PSF clean needs help with bright sources

– clean “boxing”/masking around sources 
• greatly aids in removing spurious PSF sidelobes from images

– needs to be automated (for 1st QL epoch at least)
• for speed needs to be integrated into tclean itself

PSF
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Extended emission: NGC2024
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Extended emission: NGC2024

Sidelobe of primary beam!
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Extended emission: NGC2024
• Flux density recovered from extended sources improved using auto-boxing or 

multi-scale clean, ms-clean enables detection of IRS2, but other problems…
– tests ongoing: multi-scale with auto-boxing diverged

Fν~1.45Jy                          Fν~1.64Jy                          Fν~3.1Jy

(Peak in NVSS is 5.6 Jy/beam)

Detect IRS2!
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Summary
• Challenge for pipelines is to find heuristics that can allow flagging, 

calibration, and imaging of a wide range of observing set-ups and 
science goals

• VLA Calibration Pipeline provides calibrated visibilities for Stokes 
I continuum, can be modified by the use for other set-ups

• Heuristics for other science goals and observing set-ups being 
developed

• Using use-case of VLA Sky Survey to test prototype VLA imaging 
pipeline, development of auto-boxing and other heuristics in 
collaboration with ALMA
– Evaluating whether we need to include w-projection for final data 

products
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